25th DUNBAR SCOUT TROOP
Winter Camp Kit List
Clothing
- uniform (for travel)
- night clothes: pajamas or track plants, warm socks, toque, hoodie. Sleepwear is only worn for
sleeping! It stays in your sleeping bag where it all stays dry.
- 4 or 5 heavy wool, fleece or other synthetic socks
- 2 light socks to be worn under your heavy socks
- 3 t-shirts + 2 long sleeve shirts (wool or synthetics)
- 2 sweaters. Large enough to fit over 2 shirts.
- scarf, 2 pairs of mittens or gloves, 2 toques (1 for sleeping and 1 for the day)
- 2 pairs long johns or long underwear
- 1 pair heavy pants (fleece or other synthetic) + water proof pants
- waterproof hiking boots or snow boots
- raincoat or ski jacket
- plastic bag for any wet gear
Optional
- gaiters (if you are wearing hiking boots that are low and not enough protection in deep snow)

Sleeping
- 2 sleeping bags + 2 sleeping pads (compressed foam, ensolite or thermarest)
- warm blanket

Hygiene

Eating

- tooth brush & paste
- soap & towel
- prescribed medications (ensure leader is aware)
- lip balm, sunscreen, sunglasses

- fork, table knife and spoon
- mug, plate, bowl
- mesh bag to carry the above
- water bottle (plastic, not metal)

Other
- flash light and spare batteries
- emergency kits (optional)
- knife (if you have your permit)
- swim suit & towel




No cotton or jeans – takes too long to dry, offers no insulation if wet
No runners – they get wet and cold
No gum boots – no insulation provided

OK if you require a second bag. Use a proper hiking pack or equipment bag. Contents are
packed in a plastic bag within the carrying bag. Put your NAME on ALL your possessions.
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